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Standard Features

The Curio table  is available in maple and walnut with

options for  ∑'' thick starfire glass or COL leather insert.

Leather inserts have a saddle stitch pattern radiating from

the center to each leg.  Semi-aniline leather and leather

alternatives are recommended and are available from

Bernhardt Textiles. COL requirements are shown below.

Please follow manufacturer’s recommended cleaning

instructions for leather products. 

Solid surface materials or stone may be used as an insert.

However, these materials are considered COM and must be

purchased separately  thru a local supplier and field

installed. COM inserts should be a minimum of ∑'' thick

and a maximum of π'' thick.  The use of a stone insert is

not recommended on the 42'' Curio table due to the weight

of the material.

The Curio table is shipped assembled. When the glass or

leather insert option is specified, the table and top are

packed separately in the same carton.

            
description sku            w           d           h veneer     leather    glass           veneer     leather       glass

occasional table W19           19         19         19

insert diameter: 18 7⁄16''
leather insert requirement: 7 sq. ft.
leather alternative insert requirement: .75 yards
approved for GSA
contract GS-28F-7040G

occasional table W22           22         22       18∑

  insert diameter: 21 7⁄16''
leather insert requirement: 10 sq. ft.
leather alternative insert requirement: 1.0 yards
approved for GSA
contract GS-28F-7040G

occasional table W42           42         42        15

insert diameter: 41 7⁄16''
not suitable for stone insert
leather insert requirement: 17 sq. ft.
leather alternative insert requirement: 2.4 yards
approved for GSA
contract GS-28F-7040G
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specification codes series sku veneer style pull/hardware finish

grade 1        glass         none
      maple        leather
grade 2        veneer
     walnut
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Finish Selection

When specifying light finishes such as 836, 837,  840, 

850 or 870 the color and characteristic variances of

the solid wood are apparent. Therefore, exact color

matches are not possible.

Maple     
Standard Finish

805            841

823            850

834            860

836            861

837            865

839            866

840            870

grade 1 grade 2

Walnut 
Standard Finish

823

839

841

860

861

866

870

Design Selection

Wood Top Detail 
Order Code - X            

Insert Detail 
Glass, Leather or COM

Leather Saddle Stitch Pattern

19'' and 22'' Detail

Order Code - L         

42'' Detail

Order Code - L         


